amazing. audacious. adamant.

Who was

bigfoot
u lt i m u m
created for?

―

A creation for those who know their worth. A technological masterpiece for the uncompromising. For those who
dare to shine. Who want to be the best they can.
To others, Bigfoot Ultimum is something that leaves them
in awe. Something they love to touch. Exquisite, award-winning shapes, whose accolades include the coveted
2015 German Design Award. An exceptional creation.
For exceptional people.
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To be one's self, and unafraid
whether right or wrong, is more
admirable than the easy cowardice
of surrender to conformity.
— Irving Wallace

admired
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Mediocrity leaves people cold.

Our admiration is only won by those who rise above the
crowd. Who accomplish what no one before them has.
Who courageously venture where no one has gone before.
They are few and far between.

Touch it. Open it. Run your fingers over the impeccable
details created by hand. Feel the intensity and firmness
of the aluminium door with the most advanced thermal
insulation in the world.

Bigfoot Ultimum creates an entrance that will render you
speechless.

Visitors will marvel at more than just your beautiful front
door. They will admire your home. Not only that.

Your interest may be sparked by panels of alternating
heights one moment, and by uncompromisingly smooth
flush surfaces the next. Their elegant shapes will catch
the eye without fail. Every handle is a masterpiece in
and of itself, inspiring further admiration as it lights up
at night. Five-fold glazing creates infinite interactions of
lighting and textures.

They will admire you.

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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burglary resistant
certificate

RC2
(WK2)
ift rosenheim

Bigfoot doors with security class
RC2 (WK2) has been granted from
the German research institute IFT
Rosenheim.
Doors are protected with special
hardware parts and lock.

A P4A penetration resistant glass
pane offers additional protection.
Using burglary resistant doors
with tested security class RC2
(WK2) will provide you with very
good burglary protection.

confident
You gain strength, courage and
confidence by every experience in which
you really stop to look fear in the face.
— eleanor Roosevelt

Confidence opens all doors.

We boost self-confidence by outdoing ourselves. And
by creating an environment that makes us feel safe.
Especially in the privacy of our own home.
Bigfoot Ultimum is a front door that inspires confidence.
The extraordinary door with a maximum door thickness
of 14 cm will make you feel as safe and protected as if you
were in a fortress. Thanks to a combination of the thickest profiles and skilful manufacture by hand, the door is
extremely sturdy and solid.
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All doors in the range can be modified to be burglar-resistant (resistance class 2 (WK2)). Standard features include a
3-point safety lock with two bolt hooks, three solid brass
hinges with additional safety bolts.
Bigfoot Ultimum symbolises security. It is a message to
the outside world that the person behind that door values
what they have.
A person who is not afraid of anything.

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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Innovation distinguishes between
a leader and a follower.

The limits of the possible can
only be defined by going beyond
them into the impossible.

original

bigfoot
design

— Steve Jobs

— Arthur C. Clarke

The innovative Bigfoot doors have
been awarded a number of design accolades, including the international 2015 German Design
Award Special Mention, awarded

by the German Design Council.
The Council has been an authority
in design and one of the leading
professional design centres in the
world for over 60 years.

i n n ovat i v e
The objective? Being the best.

We are tireless in our search for something new, something
better. There are, however, only a few experts who are still
capable of delivering something previously thought to be
impossible.

a width of up to 130 cm. It pioneered five-fold glazing and
quadruple sealing. They created a door with a thermal conductivity quotient of 0.54 W/m2K, previously unheard of in
aluminium doors.

Bigfoot Ultimum is a long story of innovation.

Every aspect of Bigfoot Ultimatum is created in a distinct,
unique way, be it sophisticated LED door lighting, installation of a fingerprint scanner as part of the handle or an
innovative concealed fingerprint scanner.

Bigfoot was the first to create a door with a multi-level
design. It was the first to create a perfectly flush front
door, with every element being a part of the completely
flat surface. It was the first to mass produce extremely
large aluminium doors with a height of up to 300 cm and
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The new objective? To outdo ourselves.

Can it be done?

There are questions that Bigfoot designers, engineers and
skilled professionals never pose themselves. Because they
make no sense. They are not interested in what is or isn’t
possible. They are only interested in how it can be made
possible.
Bigfoot Ultimum is a story of the impossible.
Is it possible to make an aluminium door with curvatures
in all directions? It is at Bigfoot.
Is it possible to render the same door model in light aluminium, warm wood and a combination of the two? It
is at Bigfoot.

Is it possible to develop an intelligent handle that can
only be used by the resident of the home and no one else?
It is at Bigfoot.
Bigfoot Ultimum is an inspiration to architects. A source
of awe for admirers of all things beautiful. A product
that astounds technology experts. A source of joy for its
owner.
Thank God Bigfoot doesn’t know what is
impossible.

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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perfect

To improve is to change; to be
perfect is to change often.
— Winston Churchill
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Good enough? Never.

What drives a craftsman at Bigfoot to work painstakingly
on tiny door details with his steady hand? The same drive
that motivates athletes to push the limits and set new records. The same drive that inspires artists to create previously unseen, beautiful works of art. The desire to reach
for the stars, the impossible, perfection.

Those who do not strive for perfection, can never attain
excellence.
Bigfoot Ultimum doors are handmade masterpieces. Their
affinity for perfection can be seen in the selection of topquality materials, precision in manufacturing, impeccable
surfaces and elegant lines. The extensive use of craftsman
who hand finish the doors beats any machine.

Owners of a Bigfoot Ultimum door never get tired of perfection. We can feel it whenever we touch our doors. It
inspires us with pride. The same pride driving Bigfoot professionals to try to outdo each other every single day.
Is there room for improvement? Let’s do it.

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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personal
Follow the crowd and you will
never be followed by a crowd.
— Hannah Whitall Smith

You are one of a kind. So is your home.

Inside handle door colour coated

Every house has a front door, but each of our homes only
has one. And it tells a story about you. The front door hints
as what you are like and how you think. That is why it is of
vital importance that the front door matches your requirements. Only by winning you over can it do the same with
others. Only if it amazes you will it do the same for others.

Inside handle - aligned

12
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Handle with cylinder function

Handle with optional opening function

Bigfoot Ultimum is a front door that you can customise to
your tastes in every possible way.

dozens of ways that will delight even the most demanding
of clients. Sand motifs on multi-layer glazing, embedded
lenses, crystals, molten glass details, tinted and transparent glass panels – all come together to create a special,
one-of-a-kind design.

You can pick your preferred dimensions, style and dozens of designs within the style of choice. You can select
any colour and surface treatment. You can combine the
handles, door knockers, locks and discreet LED lighting in

Protective feature with hidden finger
scanner and LED illumination

Demonstration of door opening

Treat yourself and create an air of magic, romance or timeless elegance. Show the world what you are like.
Let your uniqueness shine through.

Treshold detail

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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It is only those who believe in their
ability who shine when it matters.

Not everyone is destined to be a shining example
to others.

— Maurice Greene

Some people are, however. They are leaders of the pack.
An example of what can be achieved in life. Proof that
having the vision, courage and tenacity allows you to
overcome all hurdles and achieve impressive results.
These individuals shine where no one has shined before.
They are a source of light in the darkness. Just like Bigfoot
doors. When they light up, the effect is magical.
We do not know where light comes from, yet it gently caresses us just where we need it, be it beautifully diffused
or bright and vibrant – Bigfoot doors inspire admiration
with their stunning light effects.
The night no longer has to be the pitch-black part of the
day; instead it is a time for a light show through to the
morning hours. A delicately illuminated handle, splendid
lighting over the door itself, a gently illuminated threshold area. There is no end to the things that deserve our
admiration. Not just the front door – the entire house
seems to come to life. Your home feels warm, inviting,
cosy and safe. The lighting turns your home into your
own private little kingdom.
Shine on!

magical
14
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LED illumination
of the fixed side
element inside

b i g f o o t u lt i m u m
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carbon
FOR
EXcELLENT
SOLIDITY

Outstanding
insulation factor
from

0,54
W/(m2K)

up to
3m
ultimum
pure 626

new

—
c arbon
FOR excellent
solidity

125

ultimum
pure 626 Grande

140

90

105

95

basic system
multilevel 3D 125

option

basic system
pure 95

110

grande
An alternative on a grand scale.
Sometimes size does matter. A runof-the-mill door just won’t do for
spacious rooms with high ceilings,
magnificent villas, castles and masterpieces of modern architecture.
And some people simply refuse to
settle for a standard size door. Select

Bigfoot doors are also available as
Grande models, the height and width
of which create a genuinely regal
impression. Grande is a world of unparalleled elegance. It is an entrance
door on a grand scale – for great
spaces and great people.

multilevel 3D 140
a 4-seal profile
system

up to
1,3 m

option
pure 110

a 4-seal profile
system

ultimum multilevel 3d

ultimum pure

▶▶ unique multilevel 3d view

▶▶ perfect flat surface with invisible
joints

* Possible mismatches between the slots on
door leaf and the slots on side parts.
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new

T H ERE ARE
ENTRANCES
T H AT TA K E 
Y OUR BREAT H
AWA Y
The Best is Noticed by the Best.

At some entrances people just cannot find the words. You
just have to stop for a while every time before entering.

Innovative Bigfoot entrance

18
18

pure

u lt i m u m p u r e

doors are setting new trends

Some entrances make us wish to slide a hand over them.
We want to feel them not just see the tiny rifts and an
exchange of material.

in the design of entrance doors.
They have received numerous
design awards. One of the most

This is Ultimum Pure. Purity of surfaces where nothing
defaces the perfect flat surface. An entrance for the most
up to date houses and the most demanding admirers of
perfection. The one where nothing can be added or taken
away. All elements are plunged into unified flat without
unnecessary brims and frames. Where everything is one.

prestigious ones is the international German Design Award
Special Mention 2015, awarded
by the German Design Council.
For 60 years, the Ger man
Design Council has been a
global design authority and

Pure is a secret. Touch it.

one of the world’s leading centres of expertise on design.
Their German Design Award is
awarded only for outstanding
and pioneering achievements in
the field of design from around
the world.
As Bigfoot Ultimum Pure is.

631

Colour 90146

Handle 9621

Additional door sash paint outside

LED illumination 6949 x 6

80077

Satinato glass

u lt i m u m p u r e
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new

Flexible pull handle

602

Colour FS 9016
Additional door sash paint outside
90147

Handle 9601
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Grooves outside

20
20
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Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

LED illumination in the handle
6273 × 2
Side lights left/right:
outside aluminium cover plate
with security clear glass (aligned) /
middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

628

Colour 80077
Handle 9619
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

Side lights left:
outside aluminium cover plate
with security clear glass (aligned) /
middle: clear glass overall sandblasted / inside: clear glass
(triple glazing)

new

629

Colour 90146

Handle 9619

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

u lt i m u m p u r e
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605

Colour FS 9016
Additional door sash paint outside
90147

Handle 9604
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

22
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Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

LED illumination in the handle 6273 × 3
Side lights left/right:
outside aluminium cover plate
with security clear glass (aligned) /
middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

606

Colour 80077
Additional door sash paint outside
Black Oak
Clear glass overall sand-blasted
Handle 9603
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte
Finger scanner Arte with
EAV3 lock 6354

Discrete LED illumination.
Protective feature glossy
with hidden finger scanner
Arte and LED-illumination.

LED illumination in the handle
6273 × 2

614

Colour 80077
Handle with LED illumination 9606FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Grooves outside

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

Finger scanner Arte in the
handle with EAV3 lock 6354
Side lights left/right:
outside security clear glass (aligned)
/ middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

u lt i m u m p u r e
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Night Sky Gloss

Night Sky Matte

Night Storm Gloss

Night Storm Matte

African Mystery Gloss

African Mystery Matte

Handmade glass handle
conbined with middle-overlaid
glass Night Sky Gloss

607

Colour 90147
ESG glass NIGHT STORM GLOSS
Handle with LED illumination 9605FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Grooves outside

Finger scanner Arte in the
handle with EAV3 lock 6354
Sidelight left/right:
overlaid aluminium cover plate with
grooves and ESG glass NIGHT STORM
GLOSS / inside: aluminium filling

Ivory Gloss
Because of technical glass-processing are possible small structure and colour variations.

24
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new

new

OneTouch
INNOVATI ON
Patented handle function,
which automatically opens
and closes with the help of
a finger scanner.

634

Overlaid ESG glass parsol grey with
black motif outside/aluminium filling
colour RAL 9016 inside

Protective feature with LED
illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Satinato Glass

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

635

Overlaid ESG glass parsol grey with
black motif outside/aluminium filling
colour RAL 9016 inside
Satinato Glass

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy with
treshold illumination

609

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves NIGHT
STORM MATTE outside / aluminium
filling colour RAL 9016 inside

Inox feature outside

Handle with LED illumination 9606FL

Sidelight left/right:
outside overlaid ESG glass with
grooves NIGHT STORM MATTE / inside:
aluminium filling

6354

OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9622F

26
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Inox protective trim 1500L glossy with
treshold illumination

OneTouch handle with LED
illumination 9623F

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

Finger scanner Arte in the
handle with EAV3 lock 6354

Glass Nicht Storm Matte
with inox application

u lt i m u m p u r e
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612

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves AFRICAN
MYSTERY MATTE outside / aluminium
filling colour RAL 9016 inside
Handle with LED illumination 9605FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Finger scanner Arte in the handle with
EAV3 lock 6354
Outside: overlaid ESG glass with
grooves AFRICAN MYSTERY MATTE / inside:
aluminium filling

Perfect combination of stainless stell and matt glass
African Mystery Matte with discrete LED illumination
and finger scanner Arte, hidden in the handle.

28
28
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611

Overlaid ESG glass NIGHT SKY GLOSS
outside / aluminium filling colour
RAL 9016 inside
Handle with LED illumination 9605FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Finger scanner Arte in the handle with
EAV3 lock 6354
Side lights left/right:
outside overlaid ESG glass NIGHT SKY GLOSS
in combination with clear glass / middle:
Parsol grey / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

LED illumination and finger
scanner Arte, hidden in the handle

617

Handle with LED illumination 9613FL
Inox protective trim 6435L matt
with treshold illumination
Grooves outside

330
0

u lt i m u m p u r e

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Side lights left/right:
outside security clear glass (aligned)
/ middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

u lt i m u m p u r e
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Discrete threshold
illumination

613

Overlaid ESG glass with grooves
NIGHT SKY GLOSS outside / aluminium
filling colour RAL 9016 inside
Handle with LED illumination 9606FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

332
2
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Sidelight left:
outside overlaid ESG glass NIGHT SKY
GLOSS in combination with clear glass
/ middle: Parsol grey with motif /
inside: clear glass (triple glazing)

Glass surface can be
replaced with one of seven
different glass options like
Night Sky Matte.

Sidelight right:
outside overlaid ESG glass with
grooves NIGHT SKY GLOSS / inside
aluminium filling colour RAL 9016
inside

→ page 25

u lt i m u m p u r e
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Handle with
cylinder function

Standard fixed side
element inside
Optional with LED illumination
of the fixed side element inside
→ page 14

615

Colour FS 7016
Handle with LED illumination 9606FL
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Grooves outside
Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

334
4
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Side lights left:
outside aluminium cover plate
with security clear glass (aligned) /
middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)
Side lights right:
outside overlaid aluminium cover
plate with grooves / inside:
aluminium filling

621

Colour 80077

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Handle with LED illumination 9602L
Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination
Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Side lights left/right:
outside overlaid aluminium cover
plate with security clear glass
(aligned) / middle: clear glass overall
sand-blasted / inside: clear glass
(triple glazing)

3/4-fold glazing of the
side light with min.
depth inside

u lt i m u m p u r e
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626

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Handle with LED illumination 9602L

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Colour 80077

627

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Handle 9602

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Colour 90147

6354

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

336
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622

Clear glass overall sand-blasted

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Handle 9602

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Colour FS OXYDE 4

6354

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

632

Colour 90147

Inox feature outside glossy

Additional paint outside 80077

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Handle 9611

6354

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

Inox protective trim 1500L glossy
with treshold illumination

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

u lt i m u m p u r e
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624

Colour 80077

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Handel 9610
Satinato glass
Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

LED illumination in the handle
6950 × 8
Threshold illumination 6948

620

Colour 80077
Handle 9610
Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte
Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

338
8
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LED illumination in the handle
6950 × 8
Threshold illumination 6948

Elegance,
sorrounded
by a silken light.

Side lights left/right:
outside aluminium cover plate
with security clear glass (aligned) /
middle: clear glass motif sandblasted / inside: clear glass (triple
glazing)

u lt i m u m p u r e
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616

Colour 80077

Inox feature outside matt

Handle with LED illumination 9614FL

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Inox protective trim 6435L matt
with treshold illumination

40

*Variations in colour are possible due to the technical printing processes.

625

Colour 90147
Satinato glass

Protective feature 6016 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Handle 9612

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Threshold illumination 6948

618

Colour 80077

Finger scanner

The interesting handle dominating
these doors is made in a manner
that is known from the world of
furniture hardware but has never
before been used in aluminium
front doors.

Handle 9608

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 × 2

Inox protective trim 1500
glossy

Threshold illumination
6948

Slots outside

u lt i m u m p u r e
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m u lt i
le v e l

ENTRANCE T H AT
EVER Y BOD Y
NOTICES
Ultimum Multilevel is something people would never
expect. It is a breakthrough from a limitative flatness
into a 3-D world. It is a surprise urging the spectator
to come closer and touch a stirred surface. It is a
tectonic movement in designing entrance doors. It is
innovation achievable only with skilled hand working
and top level technology.
Ultimum Multilevel is an outstanding and noticeable
entrance for people with charisma. It is for the people
who are not afraid to speak their opinion and show
their own uniqueness. It is for the leaders. The right
entrance for you.

501

Colour FS 7016
Additional door sash paint
outside 90147
Handle 9001
Grooves outside

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

LED illumination under the handle
6949 × 6
Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Inox house numerals × 3

42
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House numeral, aligned with
the door surface is an elegant
complementation to every door
from the Ultimum series.

Handle is a
dominant element
of the model 502.

44
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502

Colour 90147

Grooves outside

Additional door sash paint outside

Inox house numerals × 2

80077

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

503

Colour 90147

Grooves outside

Additional door sash paint outside
wood decor Black oak

Inox house numerals × 3

Handle 9505

6354

Handle with LED illumination 3248FL

Protective trim 6434

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Protective trim 6434

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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new

LED illumination
under the handle

504

Colour FS 8019
Additional door sash paint outside
FS QUARZ 2

Handle 9206
Grooves outside
Inox house numerals × 2

46
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Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

LED illumination under the handle
6949 × 6
Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

506·A

Colour FS QUARZ 2

Protective trim 6434

Additional door sash paint
outside FS 8019

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Safety and
comfort - Keypad

Handle 3246F
Grooves outside

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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505

Colour 80077
Outside: clear glass ESG glass with
black motif outside, middle: clear
glass motif sand-blasted in the
middle, clear glass, inside: clear glass
Handle 9502

48
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Grooves outside with inox feature
outside × 4 glossy
Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

521

Colour 90147

Handle 9502

Additional door sash paint outside

Groove outside

FS 9016

6354

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

505·A

Colour 90147

Protective trim 6434

Additional door sash paint outside

Grooves outside

80077

Clear glass motif sand-blasted
Handle 3248F

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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508

Colour 90147

Handle 9101

Additional door sash paint outside

Grooves outside

FS 9016

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

509

Colour 90147
Additional door sash paint outside
FS 9016

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

6354

Handle 9105

LED illumination under the handle
6273 × 4

Grooves outside

50
50

Protective feature 5996 matt with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

516

510

Colour FS 8019

Grooves outside

Clear glass ESG with black motif
outside, clear glass motif sand
blasted in the middle, clear glass,
clear glass inside

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Additional door sash paint outside

6354

70161

LED illumination under the handle
6273 × 1

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Handle 9502

Colour 70105

Grooves outside with inox feature
outside × 4 glossy
Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Handle 9501

LED illumination 6273 × 4
Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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Lenses and fused
glass together
form a play of
light.

511

Colour FS 7016

Protective trim 6935 glossy

Additional door sash paint outside

Grooves outside

90147

Clear glass motif sand-blasted, fused
glass and lenses (transparent) × 3
Handle 9106 glossy

512

Colour 70105

Inox feature outside glossy

Additional door sash paint outside

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

70161

6354

6354

Satinato glass motif sand-blasted

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Handle with illuminated krystal glass
9010L glossy

Side lights left/right:
satinato glass motif sand-blasted

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Crystal glass in
its full glory.

Grooves outside

52
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507

Grooves outside

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9008

Additional door sash paint outside

Protective feature 5999 glossy with
LED illumination, prepared for finger
scanner Arte

Additional door sash paint outside

Protective trim 6434

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

FS OXYDE 4

Clear glass motif sand-blasted
Handle 9104 glossy
Protective trim 6935 glossy

54
54

514·A

Colour FS 7016

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l

6354

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

FS QUARZ 2

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Finger
scanner and
LED illumination
in the handle

514

Colour FS QUARZ 2

Protective trim 6434

Additional door sash paint outside

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

FS QUARZ 1

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Handle with LED illumination 9008FL

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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A relief design of the Bigfoot
Ultimum doors enables unique
design solutions that can be
only found on Bigfoot doors.
Finishing trim at the bottom
of the door leaf highlights
the elegant design and
offers protection.
Finger scanner
in the trapezoid
handle

517

Colour FS 7016

Grooves outside

Additional door sash paint outside
wood decor Black oak
Clear glass motif sand-blasted
Handle with LED illumination 9007FL
Protective trim 6434

56
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518

Colour 80077

Protective trim 6434

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Additional door sash paint outside
90147

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

LED illumination in the handle

Handle with LED illumination 3246FL

Side lights left/right:
clear glass motif sand-blasted

Grooves outside

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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515

Colour FS OXYDE 4

Protective trim 6434

Clear glass ESG with black motif
outside, middle: satinato glass,
clear glass, clear glass inside *

Grooves outside
Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

Handle 9504

58
58
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* The motif height is adjusted proportionally.

522

Colour 80077
Additional door sash paint outside
FS OXYDE 4

Handle 9506

LED illumination under the handle
6273 × 4

Unique 3D motif

3D motif
Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock
6354

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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513

Colour FS 7016

519

Colour FS 9016

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354

Glass can be replaced
with vitrage. Add your
personal touch.

520

Colour FS 8019

Finger scanner Arte with EAV3 lock

Clear glass motif sand-blasted

Handle 9011

6354

Handle with LED illumination 3246FL

Protective trim 6343

Side lights left/right:
satinato glass motif sand-blasted

Grooves outside

Grooves outside

Solid aluminium decorative frame

Solid aluminium decorative frame

Grooves outside

60
60

Inox feature outside × 7

Satinato glass

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l

Protective trim 6436

Clear glass motif sand-blasted
Handle with LED illumination 3246FL

Finger scanner Arte in the handle
with EAV3 lock 6354
Protective trim 6436

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l
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To see a photograph of Bigfoot Ultimum entrance is enrapturing. But even in your dream it will not get you ready
for the real surprise. The real surprise is when you look
at these masterpieces with your own eyes and slide your
hand over its surfaces and brims.
Only then you could realize the size of an entrance. Only
then you would feel how a door opens. Only then you will
understand what a feeling of firmness their exceptional
thickness awakes.
Experience yourself the experience of your guests in front
of your house. Admiration.
Visit the nearest showroom with Bigfoot Ultimum doors
today.

Bigfoot models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to make technical changes without prior notice. Variations in colour are
possible due to the technical printing processes. Colours should be checked using the RAL colour chart or wood samples. Editon 01/2016.

touch it

Bigfoot Ultimum is a topmost choice of a larger group of
Bigfoot entrances, offering a rich palette of possibilities in
design and price. You can adapt any door to yourself with a
wide selection of additional equipment. More information
in catalogue Premium, on web page www.bigfootdoor.com
or at a representative of Bigfoot make.

u lt i m u m
amazing. audacious. adamant.

For the most demanding customers. Astonishing innovations of beautiful
forms. Bigfoot Ultimum entrances are the most admired and technologically
most perfect in the market. Designers line Multilevel with its 3D multi-level
thickness and the line Pure with its perfect flat surface of a door-sash,
are uncompromising innovations with invincibly low thermal conductivity
quotient 0,54 W/m2K that have no equal in the world.

premium

premium

amazing. audacious. adamant.

Exceptional thickness and forms, a masterpiece of handwork. Pride of
your home. Bigfoot Premium entrance is of exceptional firmness and top
design for long decades of proud usage. It offers extraordinary, up to
105 mm thick door panels and very low thermal conductivity quotient
0,61 W/m2K. It is the ideal choice for the energy saving homes.

♻ Please recycle.
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